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Work in Progress...
The project “COMM.ON HERITAGE. Community Manager for Inclusive Development of Vulnerable
Areas based On Heritage” is proceeding normally despite the difficulties created by the restrictions due to Covid-19. The Final Transnational Meeting took place in Italy on April, while the
creation of the Toolkit and the Common Platform is almost finalized.

During the last weeks of the project all partners’ work was focused on finalizing the dissemination
activities and the last details of IO3 and IO4.
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Final Transnational Project Meeting in Italy
During 6th-8th April 2022, the Final Transnational Project Meeting community manager for Inclusive Development of Vulnerable Areas based on heritage, was
held in Reggio Emilia, Italy.
On first day of the project meeting, partners met with
Mr. Fulvio Bucci and Mrs. Marta Andrei, community
managers of the area who shared their experiences on
community management. They discussed on the final
results of the project outputs and decided about the
last details.
Partners had the opportunity to visit Castelnovo ne
‘Monti and meet 2 community managers who presented them local experiences and best practices of the local area. Of course, they visit a local association
“Latteria sociale di Carnola” and had the opportunity to
see how the most famous local product “Parmesan
Cheese” is produced, and later they had a guided tour
from professional guide of the area at “Pietra di Bismantova” .
The Final Transnational Meeting was a great opportunity
to deepen national experiences and meet local stakeholders.
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COMM.ON Method
During the last months, partners established the Comm.On
Method. A method which will
help, everyone interested, to
explore new opportunities in
their area in an innovative
way by including cultural heritage, community-led stories
and engaging residents and
vulnerable groups in the participation process.
For more details you van visit
the platform:
https://common-heritage.eu/
comm-on-method/

Innovating Common Heritage Toolkit
The toolkit contains Strategic Heritage-inspired Planning Canvas, designed for each specific phase of the
process, and the framework of “Period Table of Proposals”, aimed at evaluating and prioritizing very diverse projects, highlighting logical connection between them and showing peope how small ideas can
contribute to big change. It will be one of the tools
that the Community manager can use to activate the
community in order to create heritage-based development opportunities, especially when the emphasis is
on innovation and sustainable development and inclusive participatory process.

More Podcasts . .
It’s no secret that we’re big fans of our
podcasts and our different types of content.
During the last month we had one more
interview with Nina Pece Grilc from Idrija.
Take a look at the amazing interview and
guest we’ve had on the show...
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Meet partners in
the project

Closing . .
This project is completed but the partners are already working on the
future development of the “community management” and the cration
of new ideas based on the final results of the project, so stay tuned ...

Leading partner

Partners

Areas of intervention
Reggio Emilia Apennines - Italy
Idrija Town - Slovenia
Lassithi Plateau - Greece
Municipality of Grandola
(including the Parish of Melides) - Portugal

Find more at common-heritage.eu
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